Case Study: Udo Schliemann RGD
Type of Work (choose one)
Pro Bono

Self-published

Professional

Project Title

Toronto Financial District Branding
Client Name

Toronto Financial District BIA
Date Project Completed

Your Role in the Project

08/14/2014

Principal Creative Director/Project Manager

MM / DD / YYYY

Project Challenge
Describe the client needs / project brief, including project goals and objectives.

The Toronto Financial District Business Improvement Area (TFD BIA) is the City of Toronto's
newest BIA, representing a dynamic downtown business district. Following its formation, the
TFDBIA required a unique brand to communicate its strategic vision and mission to the public
at large and to the business community nationally and internationally. Entro developed a brand
strategy including a positioning statement, promise, attributes and vision.

Strategy/Methodology
Describe your design process including any research, analysis or other information gathering and investigation that contributed to your solution.

Entro facilitated focus groups to ensure that the name and strategy aligned with the visions of
the Board of Directors and the individual BIA members. With the brand platform in place and
the name defined, Entro developed the visual identity accompanied by an extensive graphic
standards manual, concept applications and templates for stationery, website, newsletter and
trade advertising.
The work included:
- review of the new venue's goals and values and the community it serves
- Interviews with key stakeholders
- defining our aspirations for placemaking
- identifying benchmarks
- best practices audit
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Design Process
Briefly describe the design process from initial concept exploration and presentation to acceptance by the client.

- setting goals and brand values based on research and stakeholder findings
- exploring brand naming directions and narrowing it down to a final name
- presentation to client of 10 logo concepts
- presentation and approval of single direction
- design development / refinement of approved direction
- final design approval
- brand applications
- guideline documents
- artwork preparation
Solution/Contribution
Describe your design solution/deliverables and how they achieved project goals and objectives.

The new visual identity is a reflection of the brand promise: Toronto's Financial District is the
core of opportunity. The symbol reflects the dynamic cityscape of our downtown core and the
white space forms a star, a symbol for opportunity and success. The multiple colours suggests
the diversity and interconnectedness of the new BIA members (not the "old boys club"
anymore). Entro worked collaboratively with the BIA Board of Directors to ensure that all
members endorsed the new brand. The Board was unanimous in selecting the visual identity,
which speaks to the appropriateness and relevance of the logo, it's distinctiveness and
memorability, and also to the simplicity and focus of the concept.

Results/Impact
Provide quantitative/qualitative evidence of the effectiveness of your solution and/or how overcoming any special circumstances and/or
challenges on the project demonstrate the effectiveness of your solution.

Entro had to present to a board which consisted almost exclusively of lawyers and people in the
financial sector. Therefore, the design explanation and education were a key part of our task to
keep the vision of the project. For example, the names we proposed couldn't find a majority,
because of conservative attitudes prevailed. The result was a more descriptive name than an
inspirational name.
Stats from Amy Harrell, Toronto Financial District BIA:
• Since the introduction of the brand (5 years ago) the combined Social Media accounts amount
to 55,000.
Supporting
Materials
• Recognized
as great place to work
Is• this
project
available for
viewing online?
16%
of people
recognize
that improvements were done by the BIA. This is a significant
number as they not always label the items they introduce, maintain or change.
at the
following URL:
http://entro.com/project/toronto-financial-district
• 90%Yes,
brand
awareness!
• Employment in the BIA area has significantly increased (also due to new construction)
• Political
recognition
brand/BIA.Click
Allows
BIA File...
to advocate on behalf of it’s members.
to Attach
No, I will
upload myofmaterials:
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